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Introduction

VooCAT   1.6
VISCODA GmbH
Schneiderberg 32

30167 Hannover, Germany
03.06.2013

Welcome to VooCAT

VooCAT offers a fully automatic and robust solution for camera tracking. VooCAT estimates the
camera parameters and 3D points of the scene from image sequences. The estimated camera
parameters and 3D points can be exported in various 3D animation packages. VooCAT is a
stand-alone application running on Windows, Mac OS X and Linux systems.

How VooCAT works

The process of camera parameter estimation, which is also known as match moving, can be
divided into the two steps: feature tracking and camera tracking. The automatic feature tracking
consists of detection and subsequent matching of 2D feature points in consecutive images. In
the camera tracking step these so called 2D feature tracks are used to estimate for each image
of the sequence the camera parameters focal length, camera position and camera orientation.
Thereby also the positions of 3D points of the scene are estimated. A final refinement step
increases the accuracy of the camera parameters and the 3D points. The obtained camera
parameters and 3D points enable the perspectively correct compositing of virtual 3D objects
into the real image sequence by a 3D animation package, so that the virtual 3D objects appear
as part of the real scene.

Features

· Supported systems: Windows, Mac OS X and Linux
· Fully automatic match moving
· Very fast multi-core tracking engine that uses up to 2 cores
· Image formats: JPEG, PNG, GIF, CIN, DPX, PNM, TGA, BMP, TIFF
· Image size up to 2048x1156 pixels
· Solves free and nodal pan camera motion with constant focal length
· Lens distortion correction tool
· Mask tool
· Manual feature points
· Quick and easy manipulation of the scene orientation
· Export formats for Maya, XSI, 3D Studio Max, LightWave, Blender, Cinema 4D via Lightwave,

Collada, Houdini CameraClip, Houdini Script, Softimage 3D XSI, text file and Modo
· Export of 2D feature tracks (new in version 1.6)
· Adjustable number of exported 3D points
· Export of image sequences with compensated lens distortion
· Saving and loading a project file
· Adding user generated 3D point locators (new in version 1.6)
· Using from command line (new in version 1.6)

Installation and licensing
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The installation of VooCAT is of simple design. A license is not tied to a particular operating
system. The operation license is activated by the license key.

Installation on Windows systems

On Windows systems, VooCAT can be installed by using the installation program. After a
successful installation VooCAT can be started from the Windows Start menu or by clicking the
desktop icon (if it was created during installation).

Installation on OS X systems

After downloading the dmg-image can be unpacked and mounted by a double click. The open
Finder window shows the application VooCAT and a link to the local program folder. To install
VooCAT drag the VooCAT-application into the Applications folder.

Installation on Linux systems

VooCAT can be installed by unzipping the zip archive to any folder. After unpacking VooCAT can
be started using the startup script "VooCAT.sh".

Activating the license

After starting VooCAT you will be prompted with a dialog box confirming the license and enter
your license key to unlock the demo version of VooCAT. If you do not have a license key, you
can now proceed with the execution of the demo version of VooCAT. The demo version has the
functional limitations, that the export of the tracking result is disabled and that the saved
undistorted images are provided with a logo. After you have entered the license key of your
purchased license, the executable VooCAT will be unlocked to have full functionality. The
unlocked version of VooCAT can be started now.

To uninstall VooCAT, you must start the associated Windows uninstall routine, or delete the
application on OS X and Linux including all the program files.

Support

The support of VooCAT via a forum on the website http://www.viscoda.com. The forum is
regularly visited by the developers of VooCAT, so that you get a quick reply to your questions
concerning the software and its handling. In addition there is a list of FAQs (frequently asked
questions) available on the website, which is being updated regularly. For more information
please send an e-mail to info@viscoda.com.
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Quick start

The program VooCAT starts as shown in Figure 1. The camera tracking with VooCAT is divided
into six stages, which are reflected in the six main menus listed in Table 1. Individual
processing steps of the main menu may be skipped.

 

Fig. 1: User interface in the Windows operating system (left) and OS X (right)

The following figures show each of the Windows version of the program. With regard to the
positioning of the controls the program on OS X is identical.
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User Interface

The graphical user interface (abbreviated as GUI) consists of five areas: View Window, Playback
Panel, Control Panel, Information Panel and Toolbar.

Table 1 shows the available tools of the control panels and the associated processing steps.

Main Menu Processing Steps
1. Sequence · Load image sequence

· Select interlacing
· Set image aspect ratio

2. Lens Distortion · Draw reference lines into an image
· Compensate radial lens distortion

3. Mask Edit · Create polygon masks: "New", set vertices,
"Close"

· Editing by dragging the masks or its vertices, or
select + mouse wheel

4. Tracking · Select feature mode: "Automatic" or "Manual"
· Select camera motion: "Free Move" or "Pure

Rotation"
· Start tracking with the button "Track"

5. Test Scene · Select one or more 3D points and add a 3D test
object to the scene

· Verify the accuracy of the camera parameters
visually with the inserted 3D test objects or
examine the 3D scene within the Scene View

6. Export · Choose the type of export
· Choose the number of exported 3D points
· Save the camera parameters (camera track) and

the 3D points of the scene
· Save image sequence with compensated lens

distortion
Tab. 1: Main processing steps of the tools.

Toolbar

The toolbar shown in Figure 2 contains the following buttons:
· New Project
· Load Project
· Save Project as
· Save Project
· Selection mode switch
· Undo
· Redo
· Open help

Fig. 2: Toolbar
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View Window

The view window will alternate between the "image view " and the "scene view. " The two
views are shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: View window in the image view (left) and in scene view (right)

The operation via mouse is described in Table 4 and via keyboard in Table 5. The entries of the
context menu depend on the selected tool.

Playback Panel

The playback panel, which is shown in Figure 4 allows you to navigate in a loaded image
sequence. Navigation is done with either the timeline or with the buttons in the upper right of
the display panel.

Fig. 4: Playback panel

The timeline shows the current tracking area. The currently selected image is shown with a red
marker. The marker is moved to several images by clicking on the timeline.

The tracking range is indicated by two green markers. The markers for setting the tracking
range can be set either by entering a value in the appropriate edit fields, or by clicking on the
start/end button. The current image is then used as the start or end of the tracking area.

If key frames exist, they are shown as gray boxes on the associated index. The key frames can
be moved by clicking a key frame box and dragging to the desired image index.

On the upper right-hand side there are buttons to move to the first image, to return to the
previous image, to play backwards, to stop playing, to play forward, to skip one image and to
move to the last image.

If the box "error bars show" is active, a colored bar at the bottom of the timeline shows the
quality of the final tracking. The playback mode for the image sequence is controlled by using
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the context menu, which is shown in Figure 5: play once, play repeatedly, play repeatedly
forward and reverse as well as adjust the playback speed.

Fig. 5: Context menu of the playback panel

Control Panel

The control panel shown in Figure 6 consists of six main menus, where each reflects one of the
six major processing steps:

1. Sequence
2. Lens Distortion
3. Text Editor
4. Tracking
5. Test scene
6. Export

Fig. 6: Control Panel

The main Sequence menu is visible after starting VooCAT. On changes of the main menus the
default display options of the view window are restored.

Load Sequence

In the main menu "Sequence", that is shown in Figure 7, a sequence of images can be loaded
and their properties can be set.
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Fig. 7: Main menu „Sequence“

A click on the "Load Sequence" button opens the dialog box shown in Figure 8 to load an image
sequence. An image sequence can be chosen by clicking the browse button and selecting an
image contained in the sequence. VooCAT will automatically determine the sequence's
numbering scheme and fill in the the first and last frame fields accordingly. By changing these
fields the number of frames to be imported can be adjusted. The "Only load range" option will
limit the files that are imported into the project. If this option is unchecked all frames will be
loaded but the active project range will be adjusted according to the "Start" and "End" frame
fields. The "Interlacing" dropdown can be used to change the sequence's interlacing mode. The
Preview pane shows an image preview if available. The supported file formats of images are
listed in Table 2.

Fig. 8: Dialog window for loading an image sequence

VooCAT will automatically try to determine the correct aspect ratio for the loaded image
sequence. Should this fail, the aspect ratio can be set manually from the drop-down list "Aspect
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Ratio". The input field "Frame Rate" is used to adjust the refresh rate for the current sequence.
The chosen frame rate does not effect the camera tracking, but will be stored as parameter in
some export formats. The field "Deinterlacing" has four selectable modes of interlacing
methods. By selecting "Progressive" the selected image sequence will not be deinterlaced and
the image sequence is used as it is. With the selected "Top Field Only" or "Bottom Field Only"
the image sequence will be deinterlaced with maintained even or odd lines accordingly. With
"Both Fields (top first)" or "Both Fields (bottom first)" both fields are used interleaved in time.

Lens Distortion

Within the main menu "lens distortion", which is shown in Figure 9, the strength of a time-
invariant lens distortion of images of the sequence can be determined and corrected.

Fig. 9: Main menu „Lens Distorton“

If the images are distorted, straight lines in the real 3D scene do not appear as straight lines in
the image. Consequently, the lens distortion is determined to rectify the images by using
straight reference lines which are drawn onto the image. The lens distortion can be changed by
left or right dragging the slider. An image is without distortion or lens distortion is compensated
as shown in Figure 10 , when a projected straight lines of the real 3D scene covers the
reference lines. A new reference line can be added and painted over the image by clicking on
the button "Add Reference Line".  A start or end point of a reference line can also be dragged
afterwards with the left mouse button pressed.

Fig. 10: Image with compensated lens distortion

Mask Edit

For some image sequences the tracking result can be improved by manually masking out
particular areas that contain moving objects. The "Mask Edit" menu provides tools to create
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polygonal masks that inhibit feature tracking within the area covered by the masks. 

Fig. 11: Mai menu „Mask Edit“

To create a mask first click on "New Mask" and then place three or more vertices by clicking
into the image. A mask is closed either by clicking on the first vertex or by using the button
"Close Mask". It is also possible to edit existing masks by dragging the mask or its vertices with
the mouse. If more than one vertex has been selected the mouse wheel can be used to scale
the selected vertices. A click into the mask selects all of its vertices. If at least on vertex has
been selected, the masks color, transparency, and name can be adjusted by using the
appropriate widgets. If the geometry of a mask is modified the system generates a keyframe at
the active image for this mask. For images between keyframes the mask geometry is
interpolated.

Tracking

The tracking process is controlled via the main menu "Tracking", which is shown in Figure 12.
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Fig. 12: Main menu „Tracking“

The tracking process consists of the feature-tracking, the camera tracking and a subsequent
improvement (refinement). The refinement increases the accuracy of camera parameters and
3D points. For feature tracking either automatic or manual features can be used. The feature
tracking mode can be switched on with the corresponding button in the tracking panel. The
input fields changes according to the selected feature tracking mode.

Automatic Feature Tracking
In this mode, VooCAT automatically detected feature points. The number and distribution of
feature points in the image is controlled with the parameters described in Table 2.

Field Description

Max. Maximum number of detected features. Decreasing this level
speeds up the tracking, but can lead to a decreasing tracking
quality.
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Density Minimum distance between the detected feature points

Sensitivity Sensitivity to detect the feature points. Larger values lead to a
higher number of detected feature points.

Detection Mode Detection of feature points as "Corner" or "Structure ". If you
selected "Corner" feature points are detected mainly on corners
in the image.

Preview View a preview of the feature points for the current image with
the set properties

Tab. 2: Setting the parameters for the automatic feature tracking

By selecting a Consistency Check, the image content in the range of a feature point in the
current image will be compared to the corresponding image content in the image the feature
point was initially detected. These tests can lead to an improvement of the tracking result by
reducing erroneous assignments of feature points to a trajectory. Three different tests are
available:
· Translation: Compares region contents allowing translation and scaling.
· Similarity: Compares region contents allowing translation, rotation and scaling (similarity

transformation)
· Affine: Compares region contents allowing translation, rotation, scaling and shear (affine

transformation)

Manual Feature Tracking
In this mode, VooCAT uses only manually set feature points. New feature points are set by
clicking the left mouse button in the appropriate position in the image, while the key CTRL or
the Command key on Mac OS X is pressed and hold down. The "Snap to Corners" function shifts
manually placed feature points automatically to an image position of a corner.

Camera-Tracking 
Two keyframes are needed for an initial camera estimation. By clicking Keyframe selection
mode you can switch between "Automatic" and "Manual" keyframe selection. In automatic
mode VooCAT chooses keyframes by analyzing the sequence automatically. If automatic
keyframe selection fails or to improve the accuracy of the tracking result manual keyframe
selection can be used. The spinboxes above the Combobox can be used to specify the 2
keyframes that are used for the initial camera estimation.

With the field "Camera Motion" you can select two models of camera motion, that are
described in Table 3.

Camera Motion Description

Pure Rotation The camera motion model takes only camera rotation into
account
This motion model is suitable for sequences taken with a
camera on a tripod.

Free Move The camera motion model takes also translation of the camera
into account.
This motion model is suitable for sequences e.g. taken with
hand-held camera. In this case it is important that the camera
performs a translational motion.
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Tab. 3: Setting of the camera motion model

Clicking the "Track" button starts the tracking process, clicking again cancels the tracking.
During tracking the currently processed image with its 2D feature points is shown. The progress
bar indicates the applied time as percentage of the total processing time. The final refinement
step can also be activated or deactivated with the check box "Final Refinement" since the
tracking has not finished and the final refinement step hasn't started yet. The refinement can
also be started manually after the camera tracking to improve the accuracy of the tracking
result.

Tracking result
When the tracking process is finished, a green-red bar highlights the success of the tracking: If
more than 50% of the bar is green colored (this is only valid for Windows and Linux systems, on
OS X the tracking quality can be checked by using the Info Panel) the estimation error is small
and less than 1.0 pixel (pel). Otherwise the tracking result may be poor or the tracking could
have failed.

After the camera tracking has been completed the estimated 3D points are displayed in the
colors blue and cyan. A 3D point's color marks its visibility in respect to the current image. A 3D
point in the color cyan is a 3D point, which has a corresponding 2D feature point in the currently
displayed image and which may be visible in the actual displayed image. A blue 3D point does
not have a corresponding 2D feature point in the currently displayed image or is hidden in the
currently displayed image and thus not visible.

Locator tool
The Locator tool is used to create user generated 3D point locators by inserting manual 2D
points as anchors into the scene where needed. If the automatic tracking has not placed a 3D
point where the user needs one, a 3D point locator can be added to the scene. A 2D anchor can
be created by clicking at the appropriate location in the viewport. New 2D anchors are set by
clicking the left mouse button in the appropriate position in the image, while the key CTRL or
the Command key on Mac OS X is pressed and hold down.  If the 2D anchor point is added to a
specific frame, a keyframe is generated. By switching to a different image and moving an
existing anchor, another keyframe is generated. To move an existing anchor simply click the
anchor with the left mouse button and hold it while moving the anchor to the desired position. If
an anchor has more than one keyframe, the 3D coordinate of the associated 3D point locator is
calculated and added to the 3D scene. The projection of the 3D point locator is displayed as a
2D anchor track  and can be used to control the placement of the 3D locator. If the box "Snap To
Corner" is checked, 2D anchors are created and moved to image positions in the current image,
where suitable corner features are determined. The corner snapping feature is available in
Create and Move mode. This can be useful to adjust a 2D anchor position. This feature works at
sub-pixel accuracy.

Test Scene

In the main menu "Test Scene", which is shown in Figure 14, the accuracy of the camera
estimation can be checked by using 3D test objects. In addition the position and orientation of
the ground plane can be adjusted.
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Fig. 14: Main menu „Test Scene“

Judging the accuracy of the estimation
The accuracy of the camera track can be checked with 3D objects that are added to the 3D
scene in image or scene view mode. In particular the tracking accuracy may be assessed by
observing the 3D points and the 3D objects while the image sequence is played in the Image
View mode. The camera tracking is accurate, if the inserted 3D objects do not move or jitter in
relation to the real image sequence.
The assessment may be made in the image viewer simply by activating the button  to focus
the current view on selected 3D points or a selected 3D object. The view of the image will be
shifted in such a way that the selected 3D point or the selected 3D object is always in the
center of the View Window.

3D objects
Especially 3D points are well suited for placing 3D objects in the scene. Therefore, select one or
more 3D points with a left mouse button click or left mouse button click and drag. The selected
3D points define the position of an inserted 3D object. If more than one 3D point is selected,
cubes, cones and planes are placed at the center of those 3D points.
A 3D object can be created by clicking the button "Add Object" and choosing an object from the
drop-down menu. Available choices are cones, boxes, planes, triangle meshes and textured
triangle meshes. Alternatively the view windows context menu can be used for object creation.

Manipulators for 3D objects
The position, the size and the orientation of a 3D object can be changed. For this the 3D object
has to be selected with a mouse click.  With the buttons "Move Object", "Rotate Object" and
"Scale Object" buttons the manipulators can be attached to a selected 3D object to translate,
rotate or scale the selected 3D object respectively. A left mouse button click on the manipulator
and a following mouse drag transforms the selected 3D object.
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Fig. 15: Manipulators to translate, rotate or scale test objects

View mode
The view in the View Window can be changed with the button , i.e. between the screen and
the 3D Scene View. In Scene View, the 3D scene is shown, including the camera from the
perspective of an external observer, the observer is fixed on the one fixed point in the scene.
With the keys 1, 2 or 3 and with the left mouse button the view of the observer can be moved,
rotated or zoomed. In addition, the perspective of the viewer can also be moved toward or away
from a fixed point of the scene by using the mouse wheel. In 3D Scene View the view of the
scene will be coupled to the estimated camera by pressing the button .

Ground grid alignment
For later processing in a 3D animation package, it may be necessary to adapt the position and
orientation of the ground grid relative to the 3D scene. There are three methods for adjusting
the ground grid available:
1. The ground grid is selected with the button "Select Ground Grid" and then moved with the

manipulators.
2. 3D points are selected and the ground grid is aligned to the these 3D points by pressing the

button "Align Ground Grid".
3. In movement mode "Scene" or "Ground Grid" the scene and the ground grid can be moved

relatively to each other. (See Table 4).

Movement mode Description

World The entire scene including the ground plane is moved

Ground Plane Move the ground plane relative to the scene.

Scene The scene with the camera, the 3D points and the 3D test
objects is moved while the WCS and thus the ground plane is
fixed.

Tab. 4: Different modes of moving the scene or the ground grid.

Exports

In the main menu "Export", which is shown in Figure 16, the tracking result can be exported in
the format of various 3D animation packages and the image sequence can be stored with
compensated radial lens distortion.
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Fig. 16: Main menu „Export“

Tracking Result
The result of tracking includes the camera parameters or the camera track as well as the 3D
points of the scene. A list of all the support 3D animation packages is listed in the chapter
References.

Reduce the number of 3D points
VooCAT uses a large number of 3D points for the camera tracking. If not all of these 3D points
are requested for the export, the number of exported 3D points may be reduced. The maximum
number of exported 3D points can be enabled by activating the option "Number of exported
items limited to" and the associated slider. Furthermore, 3D points can be selected and
excluded from the export by pressing the key "Delete". 
After selecting the export format from the drop-down menu, the tracking result will be saved by
clicking the "Save" button.

Save Undistorted Images
The image sequence with compensated lens distortion can be exported for a more accurate
compositing. With a click on the button "Save Undistorted Images" a dialog window as shown in
Figure 17 opens to select the directory and to enter a file name for the distortion corrected
image sequence. The saving of the compensated image sequence begins with a click on the
button "Export ".

Fig. 17: Dialog window to export undistorted image sequence.
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Information Panel

The information shown in Figure 18 has three tab panel: "Status", "Settings" and "About". The
"Status" tab shows the file index of the currently displayed image and the number of images.

Fig. 18: Information panel

After successfully tracking the number of 2D feature points and 3D points, the opening angle
and focal length of the camera and the final estimation error in pixel (pel) are displayed.

The estimation error, that is measured in the image, is the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of
the back projected 3D points. The lower the RMSE the better the tracking worked. A value of the
RMSE of less than 0.5 [pel] indicates a good tracking result.

The "Settings" tab contains some basic possibilities to configure VooCAT. The check box "Use
tray icon" configures VooCAT to minimize into the system tray or the task bar. With the combo
box "Interface language" you can choose between several languages for the User Interface. If
you change the language a restart of VooCAT is required. With the configuration method
"Update" you can configure VooCAT to automatically check for new versions on start up by
using the combo box. You can also manually check for updates by clicking the "Check for
updates" button.
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References

Supported image formats

Format Description File Extension
JPEG Joint Photographic Experts

Group
.jpg, .jpeg

PNG Portable Network Graphics .png
GIF Graphic Interchange Format .gif
CIN Digital Cinema .cin
DPX Digital Picture Exchange .dpx
PNM Portable Anymap .ppm, .pgm
TGA Truevision Targa .tga
TIFF Tagged Image File Format .tif, .tiff
BMP Windows Bitmap .bmp

Tab. 5: Supported image and video formats

Supported export formats

Format Description File Extension
MAXScript Autodesk 3ds Max .ms
Maya Script Autodesk Maya .ma
Blender Python Script 2.4 Blender 2.49 .py
Blender Python Script 2.5 Blender 2.57 .py
Blender Python Script 2.61 Blender 2.61 .py
Lightwave Scene File NewTek Lightwave .lws
Softimage 3D/XSI Microsoft Calligari Truespace .xsi
Collada Collada .dae
Houdini Camera Clip Side Effects Houdini .clip
Houdini Script Side Effects Houdini .cmd
Text ASCII text file .txt
Modo Modo Script .pl

Tab. 6: Supported export formats

Mouse handling

The mouse handling is concluded in Tab. 4, where are abbreviations for the left mouse

button and the mouse wheel. The right mouse button opens a context menu.

Modifier + Mouse Button Description

 selection

 1 + move scene or image

 2 + zoom image (Image View), translate to/from
observer (Scene View)
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Modifier + Mouse Button Description

 3 + rotate scene

 4 + rotate scene around one axis

Tab. 7: Mouse handling

Keyboard shortcuts

The keyboard commands are concluded in Tab. 5.

Key Description

 l add new reference line
 f toggle 2D feature points and tracks
 d toggle 3D points
 e toggle projection error
 +, - zoom in, out
 r reset view
 Del delete current selection

 Ctrl + add manual feature point

 Alt + 1 add cone
 Alt + 2 add cube
 Alt + 3 add plane
 Alt + 4 add triangle mesh
 Alt + 5 add textured trianngle mesh
 Ctrl + M toggle selection mode:  rectangle/circle selection
 Ctrl + Z undo
 Ctrl + Y redo
 Ctrl + S save project
 Ctrl + O open project
 Ctrl + L load new seuqence 
 F1 (Windows, Linux), Ctrl + ? (OS X) open help system

Tab. 8: Keyboard commands

Command line options

By using command line options, VooCAT can be started in batch mode from a command line
shell. Command line options are entered after the command to start the application from a
command line shell. Some options have arguments. These are entered after the command line
option. Some options have abbreviations. 

Options Short options Description
--first-frame
--last-frame
--deinterlacing

--pixel-aspect
--est-method

-F
-L
-S
-d

-A

The first frame of sequence (def. -1 for the first existing
image)
The last frame of sequence (def. -1 for the last existing
image)
The frame step (def. 1)
Image scan format, maintain or interpolate scan lines: 0:
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--first-frame
--ft-corner-
count
--ft-min-dist
--ft-min-
eigenvalue
--ft-feature-
consistency-
check
--export-text
--export-max
--export-xsi
--export-maya
--export-
blender
--export-
blender
--export-
lightwave
--export-cahv
--limit-export-
3d-points
--batch-mode
--help
--version

-F
-m

-l

-h

The first frame of sequence (def. -1 for the first existing
image)
Progressive; 1: First Field Interpolated, Top Field First; 2: First
Field Interpolated, Bottom Field First; 3: Both Fields
Interpolated, Top Field First; 4: Both Fields Interpolated,
Bottom Field First (def.: 0)
Sets the pixel aspect ratio (def. 1.0 for "1:1")
Sets the estimation method. Available are: "pan" and
"free" (def.: is "free")
Sets the number of feature points (def.: 1000)
Sets the minimum distance between each feature being
selected  in pixels (def.: 21)
Sets the consistency check method "no", "translation",
"similarity" or "affine", (def. no)
Saves the tracking result as text file
Saves the tracking result as 3D Studio Max Script
Saves the tracking result as Softimage XSI file
Saves the tracking result as Maya script
Saves the tracking result as Blender python script
Saves the tracking result as Blender python script
Saves the tracking result as LightWave 3D file
Saves the tracking result as sequence of CAHV text files
Limits the maximum number of exported 3D points (def. no
limit)
Run tracking in batchmode. Set "1" for enabled and "0" for
disabled (def.: disabled)
Displays this help and exit
Output of version information and exitTab. 9: Supported command line parameters

Examples:
VooCAT.exe <options> <image file template> (On OS X: ./VooCAT <options> <image file
template>)

· VooCAT.exe -F 190 -L200 dredger_01.tga
· VooCAT.exe dredger_01.tga
· VooCAT.exe --limit-export-3d-points=500 --export-maya=dredger.ma dredger_01.tga 

The Sequence which should be tracked can simply be added by setting the path to the first
image of the sequence as last argument of the command line.
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